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Hillary Clinton
2015-08-23

rooting for hillary clinton think again read before you act we hear the
noise it wouldn t be too long until 2016 reaches the bend and the
nearing election is encouraging another yet a wild campaign we ve all
heard of hillary clinton a strong woman with a bit of a past and faced
quite a huge amount of criticisms about her decision to run for
presidency does the white house need someone like her is she really
capable of leading the entire us population does she deserve to win the
battle of the fittest this book is going to help you answer the
questions above united states of america truly deserves a leader who can
make a huge change and impact the citizens and someone who is not too
extraordinary but a heart to serve his her countrymen before you make
any decisions to put hillary clinton up for election it s highly
recommended that you take a look inside this book here s what s being
discussed a brief look at her formative years life in arkansas and lady
macbeth east coast to the west wing senator clinton presidential run and
secretary of state 20 reasons why hillary clinton should not be elected
one vote can last for 4 years in one term and we want our votes to be
well deserved because after all they aren t just votes rather our full
trust and commitment to whomever we choose to sit on the glorious chair
this will all depend on whom we elect and we don t want the subject of
this book to be part of any of that hillary clinton the top 25 reasons
she should not be elected president is a book that will guide you in
making wise decisions and more than that this will paint a picture of
who she is and help you understand that not all are called to be
president so what are you waiting for hop in and let s take a look
inside just scroll up and click the buy button to get your own copy good
luck

What Happened
2017-09-12

an engaging beautifully synthesized page turner slate the 1 new york
times bestseller and time 1 nonfiction book of the year hillary rodham
clinton s most personal memoir yet about the 2016 presidential election
in this candid and blackly funny the new york times memoir hillary
rodham clinton reveals what she was thinking and feeling during one of
the most controversial and unpredictable presidential elections in
history she takes us inside the intense personal experience of becoming
the first woman nominated for president by a major party in an election
marked by rage sexism exhilarating highs and infuriating lows stranger
than fiction twists russian interference and an opponent who broke all
the rules at her most emotionally raw people hillary describes what it
was like to run against donald trump the mistakes she made how she has
coped with a shocking and devastating loss and how she found the
strength to pick herself back up afterward she tells readers what it
took to get back on her feet the rituals relationships and reading that
got her through and what the experience has taught her about life in
this feminist manifesto the new york times she speaks to the challenges
of being a strong woman in the public eye the criticism over her voice
age and appearance and the double standard confronting women in politics
offering a bracing guide to our political arena the washington post what
happened lays out how the 2016 election was marked by an unprecedented
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assault on our democracy by a foreign adversary by analyzing the
evidence and connecting the dots hillary shows just how dangerous the
forces are that shaped the outcome and why americans need to understand
them to protect our values and our democracy in the future the election
of 2016 was unprecedented and historic what happened is the story of
that campaign now with a new epilogue showing how hillary grappled with
many of her worst fears coming true in the trump era while finding new
hope in a surge of civic activism women running for office and young
people marching in the streets

The Truth About Hillary
2005-06-21

hillary rodham clinton is the most polarizing figure in american
politics love her or hate her everyone has a strong opinion about the
former first lady turned senator who is almost certainly going to run
for president in 2008 despite more than a dozen years in the national
spotlight and more than a dozen unauthorized books about her she has
managed to keep many secrets from the public especially about her
turbulent marriage and its impact on her career there have been plenty
of rumors about what hillary and bill clinton did behind closed doors
but never a definitive book that exposes the truth bestselling author
edward klein draws on rare access to inside sources to reveal what
hillary knew and when she knew it during her years as first lady
especially during her husband s impeachment klein s book embargoed until
publication will break news about the choices and calculations she has
made over the years it will also prove that she lied to america in her
bestselling autobiography living history when she was just a little girl
hillary rodham dreamed of becoming the first female president and her
lifelong dream is almost within reach but just as the swift boat
veterans convinced millions of voters that john kerry lacked the
character to be president klein s book will influence everyone who is
sizing up the character of hillary clinton

Almost Madam President
2009

this book takes the reader on a rhetorical journey through hillary
clinton s 2008 presidential campaign focusing on clinton s sophisticated
you tube style announcement speech the debates and the many notable
stump speeches and media events on the campaign trail along the way
gutgold examines the obstacles and opportunities of women as
presidential candidates

Ready for Hillary?
2014-11-11

hillary rodham clinton was the first first lady to have her own office
in the west wing of the white house and the only first lady ever to be
subpoenaed to testify before a grand jury upon leaving the white house
she was elected as the first female senator for new york then served as
one of america s most popular secretaries of state will she now become
the first female president of the united states hillary is poised to
decide whether she will launch a fresh attempt to take the highest
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office in the world and make history in doing so but what is hillary
really like will she run can she win what can the world expect from
hillary if she does get back to the white house what sort of president
would she be robin renwick who was the british ambassador in washington
when the clintons arrived in the white house seeks to answer these
questions and more in this vivid portrait of one of the most polarising
and central figures in recent us political history

Hillary Rodham Clinton
2006

chronicles the life of former first lady hillary rodham clinton focusing
on her activities during the ten years leading up to her national
prominence and her influence on her husband s presidential
administration

The Difference It Makes
2015-09-17

because american politics continue to reveal the fact that there is no
difference between either party or indeed any difference between either
candidate once that person assumes power it is easy for some to assume
that political races are entirely irrelevant there are however worst
case scenarios clearly hillary clinton represents that scenario this
book is an attempt to prevent that scenario from ever occurring and as
such it contains 36 reasons why she must never be allowed access to the
white house ever again

Madam President
2007

looks at the average american voter s opinion of hillary clinton whether
regarding her personality private life or professional career and gauges
whether the polarizing candidate has a chance to win the 2008
presidential election

Can She Be Stopped?
2007-12-18

our worst nightmare and how to avoid it it s the ultimate nightmare
scenario for conservatives to awaken on the morning of november 5 2008
to the news that the last swing state has been colored bright blue and
hillary rodham clinton is the president elect of the united states could
it really happen frighteningly yes in fact as bestselling author and
leading conservative commentator john podhoretz reveals this is not just
a scary what if scenario it will happen unless conservatives take
immediate action sounding the alarm bell with wit and verve can she be
stopped shows that hillary s plan to capture the white house is much
further along than her enemies fear podhoretz uncovers the host of
reasons why many of them counterintuitive he also destroys the
comfortable myths about clinton that conservatives cling to she s
saddled with too many high negatives she s too liberal to get elected
clinton fatigue will keep her out of the oval office you ve heard them
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all and they re wrong on every count after shaking republicans out of
their complacency podhoretz lays out the precise strategy conservatives
must deploy to stop hillary dead in her tracks his groundbreaking ten
point plan of action reveals how to expose the real ultraliberal hillary
how to smoke her out and prevent her from hiding on key issues how to
make her denounce popular republican programs and defend unpopular
liberal ideas how to use her senate seat as a weapon against her how to
overcome the republican party s own problems whom the republicans should
nominate and the choice may surprise you conservatives can t avoid the
hillary problem any longer or else the nation will be forced to endure
another clinton in the white house fortunately john podhoretz is here
with the detailed blueprint that will spare the country from that
disastrous turn of events in a book as puckishly lively as it is
sobering can she be stopped yes but only if we get to work now

Condi vs. Hillary
2009-03-17

who will be president in 2008 many believe that the white house is
hillary clinton s to lose as long time strategists dick morris and
eileen mcgann reveal in condi vs hillary however hillary s plans for
higher office are vulnerable to a challenge from a most unexpected
quarter the bush administration s secretary of state and former national
security advisor condoleezza rice rice is the only figure on the
national scene who has the credentials the credibility and the charisma
to lead the gop in 2008 and as this first book on the subject
demonstrates a race between these two commanding but very different
women is a very real possibility and would inevitably prove one of the
most fascinating and important races in american history blending
insider insight and political foresight condi vs hillary surveys the
strengths and weaknesses of the two candidates finding persuasive clues
about what we might expect from each of them as a chief executive it
traces their very different childhoods hillary rodham s in unchallenging
suburban comfort condi rice s in birmingham alabama during the civil
rights era and finds in each the roots of their latter day selves it
explores their career in public life hillary s as an ambitious liberal
who attached herself to a governor on the rise condi s as a woman of
broad and deep talents who has earned her own way it turns a discerning
eye on how each has spent her time in government contrasting condi s
growth and maturation in office with hillary s record of
underachievement as both first lady and senator from new york and it
reveals how a draft condi movement could sweep the secretary of state
into the presidency even as she forgoes campaigning to address her
responsibilities as secretary of state america in short may be on the
verge of a perfect storm of twenty first century politics pitting two of
america s most popular and controversial women against each other and
offering americans a choice between fulfilling the ambitions of one of
our most polarizing figures or changing history by electing not just the
first woman but also the first african american woman to lead the free
world into the future

Hillary Clinton Nude
2006-10-10

hillary clinton nude naked ambition hillary clinton and america s demise
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is an expose of one of the most powerful and controversial politicians
in america stripping away the veils of imagery which mask the
imperfections of hillary rodham clinton hillary clinton nude presents a
non partisan yet passionate case against a second clinton presidency
author sheldon filger has written a bombshell of a political book
conveying a warning to the american people of the dire risks to the
nation s continuity should the former first lady succeed in fulfilling
her ultimate political ambition more than just another hillary clinton
book hillary clinton nude is a sobering commentary on the state of
american politics in the 21st century and the influence of money image
making and celebrity power in the debasement of meaningful political
discussion in the united states democrats republicans and independent
voters will discover much to reflect on in this incisive and revealing
book originally written prior to hillary clinton s ill fated 2008
presidential campaign hillary clinton nude is even more timely as the
former first lady senator and secretary of state prepares the ground for
another run for the presidency in 2016 the next u s presidential
election may be among the most decisive in america s political history
do not go to the polls without arming yourself with the knowledge found
in sheldon filger s revealing book hillary clinton nude

Hillary Rodham Clinton
2009-09-26

covering all aspects of america s controversial former president s wife
this comprehensive biography offers an unprecedented view of our first
baby boomer first lady and provides a better understanding of lawyer
board member and commision member hillary clinton

Chasing Hillary
2018-04-24

for a decade award winning new york times journalist amy chozick
chronicled hillary clinton s pursuit of the presidency chozick s front
row seat initially covering clinton s imploding 2008 campaign and then
her assignment to the hillary beat ahead of the 2016 election took her
to 48 states and set off a nearly ten years long journey in which the
formative years of her twenties and thirties became both personally and
professionally intrinsically intertwined to clinton s presidential
ambitions chozick s candor and clear eyed perspective from her seat on
the hillary bus and reporting from inside the campaign s brooklyn
headquarters to her run ins with donald j trump and her globetrotting
with bill clinton provide fresh intrigue and insights into the story we
thought we all knew this is the real story of what happened with the
kind of dishy inside details that repeatedly surprise and enlighten but
chasing hillary is also a rollicking irreverent refreshingly honest
personal story of how the would be first woman president looms over
chozick s life and as she gets married attempts to infiltrate the upper
echelons of political journalism and inquires about freezing her eggs so
she can have children after the 2016 campaign chozick dives deeper into
decisions clinton made at similar points in her life in the process
chozick came to see clinton not as an unknowable enigma and political
animal but as a complex person full of contradictions and forged in the
political battles and media storms that had long predated chozick s
years of coverage trailing clinton through all of the highs and lows of
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the most noxious and wildly dramatic presidential election in american
history chozick comes to understand what drove clinton how she
accomplished what no woman had before and why she ultimately failed
poignant illuminating laugh out loud funny chasing hillary is a campaign
book like never before that reads like a fast moving political novel

Dear Madam President
2018-03-27

redefine the expectations for women in leadership roles with this 1 new
york times bestselling volume of inspiring advice by the former
communications director for barack obama and hillary clinton framed as
an empowering letter from former hillary clinton communications director
jennifer palmieri to the first woman president and by extension to all
women working to succeed in any field dear madam president is filled
with forward thinking practical advice for all women who are determined
to seize control of their lives from boardroom to living room as a
country we haven t wrapped our heads around what it should look like for
a woman to be in the job of president our only models are men while
wildly disappointed by the outcome of the 2016 election palmieri argues
that our feelings confusion love hate acceptance can now open the
country up to reimagining women in leadership roles and that is what
palmieri takes on in this book redefining expectations for women looking
to lead and creating a blueprint for women candidates and leaders to
follow dear madam president will turn the results of the 2016 election
into something incredibly empowering for graduates future female leaders
and independent thinkers everywhere

Why I Should Be President
2014-10-10

hillary rodham clinton s deeply heartfelt analysis of the crises choices
and challenges she faced during her four years as america s 67th
secretary of state and how those experiences make her qualified to be
the next president she goes on to enumerate every one of the attributes
that make her the obvious choice for americans all of us face hard
choices in our lives hillary rodham clinton writes at the start of her
personal memoir of years at the center of world events i guess this
means the international world revolves around her life is about making
such choices our choices and how we handle them shape the people we
become apparently for voters in 2016 they will be facing another of
these hard choices in deciding who will lead the country in this
riveting diatribe we are treated to all the noble and correct reasons
that we should begin to use the phrase madam president granted this is
also a parody

The Hunting of the President
2001-02-03

when hillary clinton spoke of a vast right wing conspiracy determined to
bring down the president many people dismissed the idea yet if the first
lady s accusation was exaggerated the facts that have since emerged
point toward a covert and often concerted effort by bill clinton s
enemies abetted by his own reckless behavior which led inexorably to
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impeachment clinton s foes launched a cascade of well financed attacks
that undermined american democracy and nearly destroyed the clinton
presidency in vivid prose joe conason and gene lyons two award winning
veteran journalists identify the antagonists reveal their tactics trace
the millions of dollars that subsidized them and examine how and why
mainstream news organizations aided those who were determined to bring
down bill clinton the hunting of the president may very well be the all
the president s men of this political regime

For Love of Politics
2007-10-23

during their eight years in the white house bill and hillary clinton
worked together more closely than the public ever knew their intertwined
personal and professional lives had far reaching consequences for
politics domestic policy and international affairs and their marital
troubles became a national soap opera based on unparalleled access to
scores of clinton insiders cabinet officers top administration officials
close personal friends and skilled analysis of a vast written record
including previously unavailable private papers for love of politics is
the first book to explain the dynamics of bill and hillary s
relationship showing that they are two halves of a unique whole and that
it is impossible to understand one clinton without factoring in the
other sally bedell smith acclaimed author of grace and power the private
world of the kennedy white house offers intimate scenes from the clinton
marriage with new details and insights into how a passion for politics
sustained bill and hillary through one crisis after another with clarity
and depth smith examines the origins of an unconventional copresidency
explains the impact of the clintons tensions as well as their talents
and reveals how hillary shifted from openly exercising power in the
first two years to acting as a hidden hand advising her husband on a
range of foreign and domestic issues as well as decisions on hiring and
firing smith describes for the first time the inner workings of a white
house with an unprecedented three forces to be reckoned with bill
hillary and al gore and shows how the first lady s rivalry with the vice
president played out in the west wing and even more profoundly during
the 2000 campaign as hillary seeks to follow in her husband s footsteps
this riveting book will leave readers marveling at what they never knew
about bill s intensely covered presidency and wondering what it would be
like to have two presidents both named clinton living in the white house

Bill and Hillary Clinton
2014-07-15

few political figures are as polarizing as bill and hillary clinton this
power couple has generated fiercely mixed reactions since their first
appearance on the political stage a new clinton era may be dawning as
hillary again tests the waters for a presidential bid uncovering all the
layers of myth rumor spin and talk radio takedowns this examination is
clear eyed and calm objectively reviewing the origins rise near fall and
reemergence of the world s most influential couple it is a fascinating
tale of hard work ambition idealism and calculation political might and
human weakness and ultimately the enduring strength of family
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Game of Thorns
2017-02-28

here is the first insider account of the precipitous fall of hillary
clinton how the scandals of a lifetime finally reached critical mass how
in the last few days of the campaign some on her staff saw the ghostly
shroud of defeat creeping over them but were helpless to act frozen by
the self denial of the group here is an explanation of why the national
media and their corporate owners kept joe biden and elizabeth warren out
of the race why they wanted their investment in the clinton s to work
and how they were willing to go to great lengths to make that happen don
t have time to read the thousands of leaked emails from inside the
clinton machine the author has done it for you and has come back from
the experience with a stunning peek into the world of a political leader
who privately declared that she wanted a hemisphere with open trade and
open borders finally here is the story of the rise of donald trump how
his opponents sought to derail him this is the story of how donald trump
s message and brand transcended the traps laid by his enemies how
against all odds he won the presidency and here are the details of his
plan to make american great again

The Hunting of the President
1958-08-01

two national columnists team up to take an explosive look at a ten year
100 million campaign to destroy bill and hillary clinton beginning when
lee atwater set into motion a chain of attacks against the couple 16
page photo insert copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Hillary's Choice
1999

a portrait of hillary rodham clinton focuses on her marriage to the
president following their relationship from their first meeting through
the impeachment battle and analyzing the private dynamic of a political
and public partnership

The Difference It Makes: 36 Reasons Hillary
Clinton Should Never Be President
2015-10-05

because american politics continue to reveal the fact that there is no
difference between either party or indeed any difference between either
candidate once that person assumes power it is easy for some to assume
that political races are entirely irrelevant there are however worst
case scenarios clearly hillary clinton represents that scenario this
book is an attempt to prevent that scenario from ever occurring and as
such it contains 36 reasons why she must never be allowed access to the
white house ever again
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Target
2007

willey former democratic activist and white house volunteer argues that
hillary clinton should not be returned to the white house in any
capacity as she outlines how her life was changed by the intimidation
campaign launched by the clintons

Man Enough?
2016-03-15

why has the u s never had a woman president with hillary clinton engaged
in a historic campaign that could see her becoming the first woman
elected president of the united states the national conversation about
gender and the presidency is gaining critical momentum commentators have
fixated on the special challenges women candidates for the presidency
face endless media scrutiny abgender has always been a crucial factor in
presidential politics in man enough donald trump hillary clinton and the
politics of presidential masculinity jackson katz puts forth the
original and highly provocative thesis that in recent decades
presidential campaigns have become the center stage of an ongoing
national debate about manhood a kind of quadrennial referendum on what
type of man or one day woman embodies not only our ideological beliefs
but our very identity as a nation whether he is examining right wing
talk radio s relentless attacks on the masculinity of democratic
candidates how fears of appearing weak and vulnerable end up shaping
candidates actual policy positions how the isis attacks on paris and
elsewhere have pushed candidates to assume an increasingly
hypermasculine posture or the groundbreaking quality of hillary clinton
s runs for the presidency in 2008 and 2016 katz offers a new way to
understand the role of identity politics in presidential campaigns in
the end man enough offers nothing less than a paradigm shifting way to
understand the very nature of the american presidency

Hillary's Scheme
2003

describes hillary clinton s plans to run for president within the next
few years and discusses how she is attempting to gain support within the
political arena despite her husband s reputation

Sleeping with the President
1998

digs deep into the personal life of the senator former first lady and
presidential candidate through interviews with people who know her both
pro and anti clinton exposing the facts about this polarizing politician

Hillary
2008

this nonpartisan adult coloring book gives you the opportunity to color
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the democratic presidential nominee superimposed into a wide variety of
famous historical scenes and landmarks acclaimed artist tim foley offers
colorists thirty one black and white illustrations of hillary in all her
pant suited empowering magnificence foley has transposed the former
first lady into a wide variety of famous paintings and photographs from
placing her face on the statue of liberty to transforming her into rosie
the riveter or uncle sam taking on trump foley masterfully incorporates
clinton into a variety of scenes that are sure to be loads of fun to
fill with color this book also features her as amelia earhart wonder
woman nancy sinatra and more even good ol bill and elvis make
appearances this coloring book also includes a cut and fold stand up
figure of hillary for colorists to assemble and display as well as
perforated pages that are printed on one side so you can show your
support or lack thereof anywhere so before this year s election pick up
your copy of the hillary clinton adult coloring book

The Hillary Clinton Coloring Book
2016-07-26

why does she stay with him where does she go from here the author who
revealed a generation s passages now answers all the questions about the
most talked about first lady in american history in hillary s choice
hillary clinton is rendered fully human for the first time here is the
life of a woman that is also the story of a marriage and the drama of a
presidency from her childhood with a demanding father and frustrated
mother to her life as a professional wife determined to elect her
husband president from the sexual betrayals that nearly broke her to the
national scandal that remade her this is the epic journey of a modern
american woman a saga that begins in passivity moves through self
punishment and ends in power who was the one other woman who posed a
serious threat to their marriage what was the real reason for the health
care failure how did hillary escape the snare of kenneth starr how has
she managed through it all to be a good mother no matter what her future
the mysteries about hillary clinton s past have been fully resolved by
hillary s choice a stunning achievement from a master chronicler of our
times

Hillary's Choice
2000-02-28

politicians are both born and made as one of the most powerful women in
politics hillary clinton has served as an inspiration and lightning rod
often controversial she has carved an unmatched legacy into a
traditionally male occupation this volume collects female force hillary
clinton hillary clinton secretary of state and political power hillary
clinton

Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents
1998

米国初の女性大統領誕生かと世界の注目を集めているヒラリー ロダム クリントン その軌跡はアメリカ中西部の穏やかな町から始まった 自立と信仰を尊ぶ
両親のもと 60年代のうねりを体感して育った少女時代 内から国を変える と法律の道へ進んだ学生時代 そして公私ともに人生最高のパートナーとなるビ
ル クリントンとの出会い ヒラリーの高い志と信念の源にふれられる前篇 幼少からの貴重な写真群も必見
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Female Force: Hillary Clinton: The Graphic Novel
2015-01-01

describes in graphic novel format the life and career of hillary clinton
from her childhood and education to her life in politics as the first
lady of the united states and later as a u s senator and presidential
candidate in 2008

リビング・ヒストリー 上
2007-11

脱工業化を模索する危機の七〇年代 保守化と冷戦の終焉を生んだレーガンの八〇年代 ドットコム バブルの崩壊と九 一一事件で幕を開ける21世紀 黄金
時代の アメリカの夢 を失った超大国は 統御不能なグローバル化と和解困難な国内の分極化へ向かう トランプのアメリカはレーガンの遺産を受け継ぐのか

Female Force: Hillary Clinton
2009

hillary rodham clinton has gone from being a student activist to the
first lady of the united states to a state senator to the secretary of
state of the united states her inspiring and impressive life in law and
politics is detailed in this fascinating biography readers will learn
about her role as one of the most influential first ladies of all time
as secretary of state and her plan to give everyone healthcare this book
features vibrant photos and images intriguing facts easy to read text
and a helpful glossary and index to provide readers with an engaging
reading experience that will have them interested from beginning to end
this 6 pack includes six copies of this title and a lesson plan

グローバル時代のアメリカ　冷戦時代から21世紀
2020-08-20

hillary rodham clinton was born to parents determined to overcome
obstacles to achieve success she married bill clinton a man from humble
roots who rose to serve two terms as president of the united states she
ran for office against and then worked for president barack obama but
she is not defined by those relationships but rather by her intellect
ambition and peerless work ethic clinton has served as first lady
senator and secretary of state she has faced scandal and faced down
political foes she has raised a family and raised the spirits and
prospects of people around the world here is her incredible story

Hillary Rodham Clinton 6-Pack
2011-09-05

summary of hillary s america by dinesh d souza includes analysis preview
hillary s america the secret history of the democratic party is a
history of the democratic party which author dinesh d souza argues is
the source of all evil and iniquity in american history hillary clinton
the 2016 democratic nominee for president is a crook who entered
politics for personal gain as such she is the natural representative of
the corrupt democratic party some argue that thomas jefferson was the
founder of the democratic party in reality the modern democratic party
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and its history of plunder began with andrew jackson s presidency in
1829 jackson was a military general before taking office during his
military career he forced native americans off their land and then
seized it to enrich himself and his cronies the use of government power
for personal enrichment is a quintessential democratic tactic jackson
was also a slave owner and the democrats were the party of slavery the
real conflict please note this is key takeaways and analysis of the book
and not the original book inside this instaread summary of hillary s
america by dinesh d souza includes analysis overview of the book
important people key takeaways analysis of key takeaways about the
author with instaread you can get the key takeaways summary and analysis
of a book in 15 minutes we read every chapter identify the key takeaways
and analyze them for your convenience visit our website at instaread co

Hillary
2014-08-05

the first madam president will be sworn in sooner than most people think
but the gender gap in politics is still shockingly broad say two of
america s most readable political commentators in this timely look at
the nation s sputtering efforts to envision a woman in america s top job
the boston globe charting the transformation of women s power in
american politics from the first female presidential candidate victoria
woodhull in 1872 to the shattered presidential hopes of shirley chisholm
and elizabeth dole madam president presents tales of passion
determination set backs and triumph from nearly all national women
politicians and most leading state politicians in the pipeline with
insight garnered from years on the washington political scene and candid
interviews with leading politicians like christine todd whitman and
kathleen kennedy townsend clift and brazaitis explain why the barriers
to women are still formidable there are only 3 female governors one of
the best routes to the white house and at the current rate it will take
250 years before there are as many women senators and representatives as
men a forward looking savvy analysis of women in politics madam
president gives the first inside look at how america s female
politicians got there stayed there and what it will take for them to
make it to the presidency

Summary of Hillary’s America
2016-08-12

from student activist to secretary of state this inspirational biography
details the fascinating life of hillary rodham clinton featuring vibrant
photos and images and intriguing facts this nonfiction reader details
clinton s early life and the influences that lead her to adopt a career
dedicated to public service readers will learn about her role as one of
the most influential first ladies of all time as a best selling author
and as secretary of state this book covers both of clinton s attempts at
becoming the first female president of the united states and discusses
her dedication to issues like women s rights improving the lives of
children and her quest for universal healthcare including a helpful
glossary and index this reader provides an engaging reading experience
that will have students interested from beginning to end
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Madam President, Revised Edition
2016-05-06

発売１週間で78万部突破し 世界中で話題の 前大統領補佐官による暴露本 注目すべきは 各国要人との詳細なやり取りで 日本に対する言及も150か所
以上に及ぶ 安部首相や谷内正太郎氏との生々しい会話も頻繁に登場し 日米外交の裏側が詳細に語られる

Hillary Clinton: Shattering the Glass Ceiling
2017-03-01

ジョン・ボルトン回顧録　トランプ大統領との453日
2020-10-07
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